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Abstract. A refined numerical analysis of the dynamic behavior of roller chain drives is performed considering the roller assembly
as a three-layer structure with mechanical clearance between each two of the mechanical components. Instead of using analytical
method, explicit finite element technique is utilized for modeling and simulating the dynamic behavior of chain drives. The
complete standard geometry of sprockets and all components of chain links are used in the developed model with minor geometry
simplification. A primary goal is to achieve a more complete understanding of the dynamic behavior of chain drives especially in
the transient vibration response of the engaging rollers, which is crucial for noise emission calculation. The simulated velocity
response of the engaging rollers and roller-sprocket contact forces achieved using the full model are compared with what found
by the simple model which has been adopted in analytical study of chain roller dynamics.

1. Introduction
Owing to the discrete nature of the roller chain and non-trivial geometry of the sprocket teeth, chain drives behave
dynamically in a very complex manner. The discrete nature brings chain drives disadvantages of noise and vibration
with which the designers have been concerned. The undesirable noise and vibration characteristics have motivated
researchers to investigate the dynamic behavior of designed chain drives for various engineering purposes.
The literature concerning the dynamic behavior of chain drives is very extensive. Four major categories on the
topic may be classified. They are, 1) load distribution analysis, 2) kinematics analysis, 3) transverse and longitudinal
vibration analyses of the chain span, and 4) analysis of impact intensity between the engaging roller and the sprocket.
Naji and Marshek [1] made an analysis to determine the load distribution of the elastic roller chain on an
elastic sprocket. An experimental study was also conducted to determine the effect of elastic properties, geometric
variations, and lubrication on roller chain load distributions [2]. Conwell and Johson [3] designed a unique machine
capable of measuring the bearing force of a sprocket and the strain of the moving chain at the mid-point of a chain
link. Using this test machine, the effect of pre-load, transmitted load, and speed can be investigated [4].
The motion of the roller chain drive at low speeds has been studied using the kinematic model in which inertia
is assumed to be zero and chain span behaves as a rigid bar connecting two polygons made by the sprockets [5,
6]. This kinematics analysis quantifies the polygonal action and its influence on the system. As the operating
speed increases, the inertia effects of the roller chain drive become increasingly important. As such, during the
chain/sprocket meshing process, the polygonal action and the impact between the chain and the sprocket teeth
create excitation forces of the system vibration. This vibration may be resonant under certain operating conditions.
Sack [7] studied the transverse oscillations in a travelling uniform string pulled over two smooth supports under
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Table 1
Geometry of Sprockets
Dimension (mm)
Outside diameter
Pitch diameter
Bottom diameter
Hub diameter
Bore
Pitch

Driving sprocket
Driven sprocket
81.8
219.0
76.85
212.43
66.28
202.82
33.0
N.A.
25.0
N.A.
15.875

constant tension and speed. Mahalingam [8] used the same model as Sack but also included the centrifugal tension
to analyze the resonance of roller chains due to polygonal motion. Research on the impact has been done on the
effective mass [9,10], the contact stiffness [11], the elastic collision [12], and the intensity of impact interacting with
transverse vibration [13–15]. Choi and Johson [16] completed the development of an axially moving material model
that includes the effects of polygonal action and impact, and is also capable of incorporating a chain tensioner into the
analysis. Veikos and Freudenstein [17] developed a dynamic model using the Langrange approach and accounting
for the discrete nature and elasticity of the chain, the dependence of the boundary conditions on the motion, and the
load inertia.
These theoretical analyses and associated numerical solutions provide designers with a good insight into those
important characteristics of chain drives, such as the details of the engagement process, the trajectory of the roller
chain, the impact between roller and sprocket teeth, and the vibration of the system. Particularly, the knowledge of
surface vibration of chain rollers is crucial for effectively predicting the meshing noise from a chain drive system [18].
Due to the complexity of the problem, however, the chain strand has in nearly all of previous investigations been
approximated as a series of point masses lumped at the roller centers that are connected together by massless bars
of constant axial stiffness. All mechanical clearance, including those between pins and bushes, between bushes and
rollers are also assumed to be negligible. These assumptions are necessary for theoretical modeling and analysis
since the derivation of the chain equations of motion would be extremely complex should the chain link be considered
as a multiple-component structure with relative motion and/or the connecting plates be modeled as non-uniform
elastic bars or beams. Adopting these assumptions, it has been shown that the dynamic response is ideally identical
for all engaging rollers under excitations of polygon action and roller/sprocket impacts. Furthermore, from these
numerical solutions, it is difficult to see the difference in the roller/sprocket impact between roller-driving sprocket
and roller-driven sprocket.
With the advances in computational mechanics techniques and in high performance computing resources, the
difficulty encountered in the theoretical analysis of chain drives can be overcome by employing numerical modeling
and simulation techniques. In this paper, the simulation of dynamic behavior of a roller chain drive is performed considering the mechanical clearance between each two of the mechanical components comprising the roller assembly,
i.e., roller, bush and pin. These components are modeled as a three-layer structure with sliding contact with friction.
Explicit finite element technique is utilized for modeling and simulating the dynamic behavior in time-domain. The
complete standard geometry of sprockets and all components of chain links are used in the developed model with
minor geometry simplification. A primary goal is to achieve a more complete understanding of the dynamic behavior
of chain drives especially in the transient vibration response of the engaging rollers, and the contact force between
engaging rollers and sprocket teeth. An attempt is made particularly to attain solutions of roller surface vibration
with enough reliability for meshing noise calculation. The simulated velocity response of the engaging rollers and
roller-sprocket contact forces achieved using the full model are compared with what found by the simple model
which has been adopted in analytical study of chain roller dynamics.

2. Finite element models of roller chain drive
Modelling and dynamic analysis of any chain drive system of realistic complexity is not a simple task, even the
efficient finite element analysis techniques are adopted to solve the problem. One of these complex systems usually
involves at least two sprockets and a series of chain links. One assembly of the chain link further comprises side
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Fig. 1. Finite element mesh of the simulated chain drive.
Table 2
Dimension of the chain roller components
Component
Roller
Bushing
Pin

Inner diameter (mm)
7.52
5.33
2.68

Outer diameter (mm)
10.16
7.43
5.24

Cylinder length (mm)
7.0
9.94
14.94

Table 3
Comparison of CPU times for solving simple and full models

Internal force
Time integration
Contact algorithm
Total (including initiation time)

Simple model
CPU time (s) Percentage (%)
2.373E+02
4.35
2.847E+03
52.81
8.902E+02
16.31
5.457 × 103

Full model
CPU time (s) Percentage (%)
2.841E+05
27.74
2.607E+05
29.16
3.297E+05
36.67
8.941 × 105

plates, pins, bushes and rollers. Also the interaction between these components are nonlinear. In addition, loading
and operational speed may impose additional complexities.
In order to achieve our target, two finite element models of a chain drive with difference in the modelling of chain
links are developed. In a so-called “full-model”, the complete standard geometry of sprockets and all components
of chain links are used with minor geometry simplification. Figure 1 shows the finite element meshes of the model,
which represents a chain drive for power transmission of motorcycles, for explicit finite element analysis of the
system dynamic behaviour.
This chain drive comprises 110 chain link assemblies, a 15-tooth driving sprocket, and a 42-tooth driven sprocket.
Both sprockets and all chain links are modelled in full geometrical details. 8-node brick elements are used to
construct the finite element model of sprockets, rollers and bearing pins, while the link plates and bushes are meshed
using 2D shell elements. The whole model consists of 78744 solid elements, 33440 shell elements, and 171245
nodes. Tables 1 and 2 list respectively the major geometry parameters of two sprockets and chain links of the model.
Owing to the symmetry of whole chain-sprocket system about its central plane, the side plates of the roller
chain undergo only in-plane stresses. One integration point is therefore specified through the thickness of the shell
elements. The number of the integration point is so specified that a membrane behavior is got for all the elements of
side plates [19]. Also the computation time for solving the model can be significantly saved.
All the components except the central parts of sprockets are modelled as elastic bodies, while the central parts of
sprockets that represent the shaft of sprocket are modelled as rigid bodies. The material used for all the components
is carbon steel, and its physical parameters input in the model include Young’s Modulus E = 210 GPa, Poisson’s
Ratio ν = 0.3, and Mass Density ρ = 7600 kg/m 3 .
A total of 274 contact interfaces are defined between all components potentially contacting with each other in
the model such as among roller-bush, bush-pin, and particularly concerned, roller-sprocket to model the physical
engagement. All these contact pairs are of frictional sliding. This type of contact interface, among the contact
definitions available in current explicit FE codes, is most general one used where bodies come into contact but can
separate again [19]. So it is particularly suitable for modeling the contacts between the rollers and sprockets, roller
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Fig. 2. Rotation-angular velocity imposed at the center of driving sprocket.
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Fig. 3. Rotation-angular resisting torque imposed at the center of driven sprocket.

and corresponding bush, and bush and corresponding pin. No lubrication has been considered here. Penalty method,
which guarantees conservation of momentum and kinetic energy, is adapted to surface-surface contact algorithm
for possible penetration search. To take into account the effects of the shell thickness, stiffness of material and
the friction between two contacting surfaces in the contact calculation scheme, appropriate penalty parameters are
defined to ensure smooth engagement of rollers with sprockets. A maximum search frequency, i.e., one search per
time-step, is selected to ensure enough analysis accuracy, in spite of that it requires longer computation time.
Modeling of the power supply and power consumption is one of the most difficult aspects in analysis of dynamic
systems. Since our numerical simulation is limited to the case of the chain-sprocket system running at a constant
speed, a fixed rotational velocity of 120.74 rad/s is applied on the driving sprocket, which represents its rotation
speed of 1153rpm. This rotational speed of driving sprocket is corresponding to a motorcycle speed of 50 km/h and
imposed on the center of the sprocket by the rotating (z) – angular velocity boundary condition shown in Fig. 2.
In the initial 5 mini-seconds, the velocity is increased linearly from 0 to its maximum 120.74 rad/s; after that this
rotational velocity has been fixed at 120.74 rad/s.
Meanwhile a constant resisting torque is applied on the driven sprocket representing a driven torque of 150 Nm.
This driven torque is imposed on a spring element located at the sprocket’s center point by the moment-resistance
curve given in Fig. 3. The specially created spring element is a two-node one-dimensional element. One node of it
is at the origin of local coordinate frame. The resisting torque is imposed at this node. The other node is at the local
axis (s) of which the orientation is coincident with the rotating axis of the driven sprocket. Similar to imposing the
velocity condition on the center of driving sprocket, the resisting torque imposed on the center of driven sprocket
is linearly increased at first 0.03rad from 0 to its constant value, 150 Nm. The boundary condition of resisting
torque, also the velocity boundary condition, is defined in such a way, i.e., linearly increased to its constant value,
that the explicit solutions come to a steady condition as early as possible. Since explicit FE code will be employed
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Fig. 4. The simple FE model of the chain drive.

(a) in chain-span direction

(b) in normal direction to chain span
Fig. 5. Velocity response of five rollers engaging successively with driving sprocket: simple model.

to solve the model, the behavior predicted depends very much on the initial conditions assumed at the start of the
computation.
In the so-called “simple-model” (see Fig. 4), the chain strand is modeled as a series of lumped cylinders connected
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Fig. 6. A measured sound pressure of noise emitted from the simulated chain drive.

(a) in the direction of chain-span

(b) in the normal direction to chain span

Fig. 7. Velocity response of five rollers engaging successively with driving sprocket: full model.

by elastic bars of constant axial stiffness, as assumed usually in nearly all theoretical analyses of chain drive dynamics.
In FE analysis, this can be achieved by using “nodal constraint” to restraint the center of gravity (COG) of the
lumped cylinders with correspondent ends of the elastic bars representing the chain side plates in the same motion
in three translational degree-of-freedoms. Both the pin and bush are modeled as “added masses” attached on the
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Fig. 8. Simulated axial forces of connecting bars in simple model.

COG of lumped cylinder for modeling the roller assembly. Under this nodal constraint condition, the mechanical
clearance and also the relative motion among the three components are neglected explicitly. The uniform bars are
used to substitute for the section-varying side plates modeled in the previous “full-model”. Other finite element
entities, such as boundary and loading conditions, and contact interfaces, are specified being identical with those
defined in the full model. In this simple model, since the motion of the pin, bush and roller is restrained for each
roller assembly, thus there are no contact interfaces between roller-bush and bush-pin, and solving this model needs
a much less computation time than the full model.
PAM-CrashTM , a commercial software code for explicit finite element analysis of nonlinear dynamic problems
is employed to solve above two models respectively. The dynamic behaviour of both rollers and sprockets in time
domain under specified loading and boundary conditions are therefore numerically simulated. The termination time
input for one dynamic run is as long as 30 ms, about 8 times the time (3.472 ms) for a roller to move in one pitch
distance (15.875 mm) when the rotation speed of driving sprocket is 1153 rpm. Selected nodes on the rollers and
interested locations of the two sprockets are specified to output the displacements, velocities and accelerations of
roller and sprocket surfaces. The results from the software code include both a visualisation of the system behaviour
and a data file with numerical results in time-domain.

3. Numerical solutions and comparison
The computation time required to solve a explicit finite element model depends mainly on the smallest time step
for time integration which is determined by the wave propagation speed in the material and the smallest element
mesh dimension. The CPU cost per time step is further related to the number of elements with some allowance for
the contact surfaces. Table 3 compares the computation time used for solving each of simple and full models where
the CPU time for solving the full model is nearly 164 times that for solving the simple model. This is because the
section-varying side plates of each chain link are modelled in the simple model as uniform elastic bars, and the pin
and bush are treated as added masses. The number of the elements and associate degree-of-freedom of motion is
therefore much less than that of the full model. Furthermore, since no contact interface is required to be specified
between each contact pair of roller-bush and bush-pin, the CPU time required for the contact search of the simple
model is largely reduced. So comparatively, using the simple model to simulate the dynamic behaviour of a roller
chain can save a large amount of computation time.
The excitation that causes the vibration of both chain spans and sprockets is very complex. However, the dynamic
load due to polygonal action and the impact between rollers and the sprocket (driving) caused by the relative velocity
as the roller seats to the sprocket tooth are two dominant sources of the excitation. Under these excitations, the
vibration response of the engaging roller behaves in a complex manner. Figure 5 depicts the solution of velocity
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x10 MPa

(a) about local first principal axis

×10 MPa

(b) about local second principal axis
Fig. 9. Stress of shell elements in side connecting plates.

response of five chain rollers engaged successively with driving sprocket teeth using the simple model. Since the
motions in three translational degree-of-freedoms are restrained, the vibration response of the roller, bush and pin
of one roller assembly do not behave any difference. The velocity of the node located at the geometry centre of the
roller assembly represents that of the roller-bush-pin assembly. It can be easily seen that the velocity of the moving
roller changes significantly in its impact direction (normal to tight chain span) when it seats on the sprocket tooth.
This instant velocity change has been explained in many publications, e.g., in [10,17], and is due to the velocity
direction changing of the moving roller before and after it seats on the sprocket tooth. More apparently, the vibration
responses in each of two directions are nearly the same for all engaging rollers. This is coincident with the dynamic
behaviour of chain drives revealed by many existing analytical studies.
Note that “Roller #1-Roller #5” depicted in Fig. 5 don’t represent the first 5 roller pick-ups from starting of the
computation. Actually because of two specific boundary conditions, one is the rotational speed at the center of
driving sprocket and the other is the resisting torque at the driven sprocket as described previously, the results come
to the steady state just after the calculation proceeds for about 8 ms. In the post-processing, all the results during the
first 10 ms of termination time with transient effects are taken away from the data file. Therefore, “Roller #1 ∼ Roller
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Fig. 11. Spectrum of the measured noise shown in Fig. 6.

#5” in the figure represent the first 5 rollers successively engaging with the driving sprocket after the calculation
proceeds for 10 ms.
Figure 6 shows the sound pressure time-history of the noise measured on the chain drive for a motorcycle in a
recent noise measurement [20]. The measurement was carried out in a small semi-anachoic room and the measuring
microphone locates in the chain-sprocket plan and 0.4 m away from the engaging point of rollers with driving
sprocket. The figure clearly illustrates that, despite a clear periodic component seen in the time history curve (the
period coincides with the pitch time), the sound emission due to one roller/sprocket engagement is obviously different
from one by one. Some roller/sprocket impacts cause higher noise emission while the others bring the chain-sprocket
system lower noise emission. Theoretically, the noise emission from a chain-sprocket system is attributable to the
vibration of both engaging rollers and the sprockets under the excitations due to the system polygon action and
especially the roller-sprocket impacts. From the measured sound pressure in the time-domain, it can be derived that
the vibration response of the engaging roller is varying from one by one. Apparently, existing analytical methods
for dynamic behaviour of chain drives cannot appropriately explain this variance.
Owing to the gaps between roller-bush and bush-pin which induce the difference in the vibration response of
the three components of one roller assembly from each other, the full model of chain-sprocket system should be
solved. As described above, in the full model, all the mechanical elements involved in the engagement of rollers
with sprockets are modelled in full geometry. The relative motions among the roller, bush and pin in all six degree-of
freedoms are allowed.
The vibration velocities of the nodes on the roller surfaces solved using the full model are given in Fig. 7.
Figure 7(a) shows the velocity responses in normal direction to the chain span while depicted in Fig. 7(b) are the
results in the tangent direction of the chain span. Apparently, taking into account the interactions between roller-bush,
bush-pin, the calculated dynamic response of the roller when it seats on the sprocket is more complicated than that
simulated by using the simple model where the roller assembly is modelled as a lumped cylinder. From the results
shown in Fig. 7, it can be easily seen that there exists a big difference in the vibration response between the rollers
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Fig. 12. Simulated contact force between rollers and driving sprocket using full model.

Fig. 13. Simulated contact force between rollers and driving sprocket using simple model.

when they are engaging with driving sprocket successively. This should be attributed to complicated interaction
between all inter-contact components. Also the force transmission between two neighbour roller assembly via
side-plates should be responsible for the variance in the vibration response among the successively engaging rollers.
The simple model cannot predict this variance of vibration response because the connecting side-plates in the model
are modelled as uniform bars which transmit the force in their axial direction. Figure 8 shows the simulated axial
forces of five successive connecting bars using the simple model. Actually, owing to the friction between contacting
components and their elasticity, the side-plates behave more like elastic beams bearing both extension and bending
in the chain-sprocket plane. Figure 9 shows the stress solutions of five shell elements about their local first and
second principal axis corresponding respectively to chain-span direction and normal direction to chain-span. These
shell elements are correspondingly on five side plates of one chain span side which connect six roller assemblies
successively engaging with driving sprocket.
A practical approach is developed recently to predict the chain drive noise emission. Since the details of the
approach have been presented in earlier work [18], only a summary of it is presented here.
This approach is basically a two-step work. Firstly, an acoustical model relating the dynamic response of the
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rollers and its induced sound pressure is developed based on the fact that the acoustic field is mainly created by
oscillating rigid cylindrical rollers. Secondly, explicit finite element techniques and numerical software codes are
employed to model and simulate the acceleration response of each chain roller, such as what is presented in this
paper. These data are necessary for noise prediction of a chain drive under varying operation conditions and different
sprocket configurations.
Using the vibration response information obtained through solving above full model, the developed program in
FORTRAN language calculates the sound pressure time-histories at a total of twelve observing points distributed
uniformly on a semi-cylindrical hypothetical surface enveloping the chain-sprocket drive. Through FFT, the timehistory of predicted sound pressure might be transferred into the data in frequency-domain. It is illustrated that the
biggest discrepancy is 1.9 dB between the predicted sound pressure levels at observing points and the measurements
in a semi-anachoic room. Figure 10 shows the predicted spectrum of the sound pressure at same observing point as
that for the measurement of sound pressure given in Fig. 6, of which the frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 11. It
can be observed that two spectrum are in good agreement.
The dynamic load between roller-sprocket due to the impact is also an important factor considered in the chain
drive design. Liu et al. [15] recently found that there is a direct relationship between the chain-sprocket meshing
impulsive loads and the near field sound pressure levels. Figure 12 shows the roller-sprocket contact forces of five
rollers successively engaged with the driving sprocket calculated using the full model. It is illustrated again that
the impulsive roller-sprocket contact force is varying in a quite large range. For example, the maximum contact
force is as large as 1.82 kN between roller #2 and sprocket, but between roller #4 and sprocket it is about 1.05 kN,
nearly 40% less than the largest. The simple model results show that there do exists certain variance in the impulsive
contact force between the roller-tooth pairs, see Fig. 13, but this variance is so small as comparing with the full
model results. Also the obtained profile of the contact force time-history is totally different using the simple and full
model respectively.

4. Conclusion
Using a simple model as adopted in nearly all previous analytical studies on the dynamic behavior of chain drives,
i.e., where the roller-bush-pin assemblies are modeled as lumped cylinders and the section-varying side-plates are
simplified to uniform bars only transmitting force in their axial direction, the variance of the sound pressure of
noise emission from a roller chain drive may not be appropriately explained. The actual vibration response of the
roller engaging with sprocket is more complex than that predicted by using above simple model. Both numerical
FE dynamic simulation and physical measurement on the noise emission from a chain drive system verify that
owing to the interactions between roller-bush and bush-pin, and also the elastic beam-like behavior of the connecting
side-plates for chain links, the vibration response and roller-sprocket contact force is not identical for all engaging
rollers but different from one by one in a quite large extent. In order to achieve a comprehensive understanding
in the dynamic behavior of chain drive and a reliable prediction of its noise emission, the full model taking into
account the physical details of the system should be employed, although it would be in the price of a much longer
computation time.
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